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A methodology to evaluate the kinetic stability of carbon nanostructures is presented based on the

assumption of the independent and random nature of thermal vibrations. The kinetic stability is directly

correlated to the cleavage probability for the weakest bond of a given nanostructure. The application of the

presented method to fullerenes and carbon nanotubes yields clear correlation to their experimentally

observed relative isomer abundances. The general and simple formulation of the method ensures its

applicability to other nanostructures for which formation is controlled by kinetic factors.
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Although fullerenes have been known for over two
decades [1], surprisingly, their formation mechanism is
still a matter of considerable debate. Many models were
proposed to explain relative cage abundances, but all of
them suffer from severe drawbacks. In the early models
[2,3], the fullerene cage was thought to be formed by the
sequential addition of small carbon clusters into quasi-
icosahedral spiral shells, in analogy to a growing snail or
snowball. These spiroids were indeed shown to exist as
intermediate species during the irradiation of carbon soot
by an electron beam [4]. However, the snowball mecha-
nism cannot explain the high abundance of Ih � C60 and
D5h � C70. Smalley stressed therefore the importance of
realizing a maximum ratio of isolated pentagons over
hexagons in the fullerene cage, and proposed the pentagon
road [5]. In this mechanism, C2 units are added to the
growing bowl-shaped structure in such a way that alternat-
ing hexagons and pentagons are formed. Moreover, it had
become clear that abutting pentagons are energetically
penalized, leading to the formulation of the isolated penta-
gon rule (IPR). Since Ih � C60 and D5h � C70 are the first
and second smallest fullerenes obeying IPR, and simulta-
neously possess the highest and second-highest possible
ratio of isolated pentagons over hexagons, their high abun-
dance was explained in this way. However, there was no
experimental or theoretical verification of the central tenet
of the pentagon road, namely, whether it really is necessary
to achieve a maximum ratio of isolated pentagons over
hexagons. Further, it was not clear how the C2 units were
directed in their final positions during the high-temperature
synthesis. The ring stacking mechanism by Achiba and
Wakabayashi [6] proposed that macrocyclic Cn rings stack
in precisely determined sequences, leading to C60 and C70

in ring condensation reactions following two related but

different stacking sequences. A variety of other self-
assembly mechanisms have been proposed; see, for ex-
ample, the review by Goroff [7]. Curl et al. proposed early
on that the surprising abundance of C60 and C70 has a
kinetic origin [8] and recently suggested that the fullerene
cage sizes may change during the formation [9]. Recent
experimental evidence [10,11] points to initial formation of
giant fullerenes Cn with n > 80, followed by cage shrink-
ing down to the size of C60 due to carbon elimination. In
the latter experiment [11], the authors provided the first
visual confirmation of the shrink-wrap mechanism [5,12]
and its generalization to the shrinking hot giant (SHG) road
of fullerene formation [13–15]. Here, hot giant refers to the
concept that fullerenes are first formed as vibrationally
excited and structurally defective giant fullerenes (GFs),
which are subsequently shrinking (referred to as shrink-
wrap) by removal of carbon species (mostly C2) from
fullerene cages to sizes as small as the C60 molecule. The
shrinking process that is part of the SHG road seems
obvious when comparing fullerene cage size distribution
before [10] and after [1] annealing. The important role of
C2 cluster evaporation during laser shrink wrapping was
demonstrated in [16].
To summarize, all available data seem to indicate that

large carbon clusters (GFs and possibly others) can self-
assemble in hot carbon plasma or vapor, and that the
clusters shrink in size due to C2 evaporation when the
carbon vapor plume expands.
We wish to point out here that the often assumed pro-

portionality between the yield of species and their
Boltzmann distribution expð�Ebind=kTÞ value, where
Ebind is the binding energy per atom and T is the synthesis
temperature, does not apply to the fullerene synthesis
process. This conclusion follows from the observation
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that larger fullerenes have a larger value of Ebind as shown
in the lower panel of Fig. 1 [17], while experiments dem-
onstrate that larger fullerenes are less abundant than
smaller ones, see Table I. This means that the fullerene
synthesis is not an equilibrium process and that it is neces-
sary to invoke kinetic stability (KS) arguments to explain
the experimentally observed cage size distribution after
annealing [8]. In this work we propose a methodology
for the estimation of KS of fullerene cages. We show that
KS values for different fullerenes, see again Fig. 1, are
consistent with the SHG road of fullerene formation
[13–15], and it is also applicable for estimating the yield
of related carbon nanostructures, e.g., single-walled carbon
nanotubes (SWCNTs).

For that equilibrium geometries of selected fullerenes
and SWCNTs were computed with density functional the-
ory (DFT) [19,20] using the PBE functional [21,22] in
combination with plane wave basis set and ultrasoft
Vanderbilt pseudopotentials [23] as implemented in the
VASP 4.6 code [24,25]. For SWCNT calculations, the in-

tegration over the first Brillouin zone (BZ) was carried out
using 4 k points, located along the CNTaxis and chosen by
the Monkhorst-Pack k-point sampling algorithm [26]. The
geometry optimization was carried out with the force con-

vergence criterion of 0:05 eV= �A. The kinetic energy cutoff
was equal to 287 eV. Harmonic vibrational frequencies and
eigenmodes were calculated using numerical differentia-
tion of atomic forces. The phonon curves were determined
with the frozen phonon method [27] using (0,0,0) and
(0,0,�=a) BZ k points.

Our kinetic stability model is based on the assumption
that a cluster consisting of N atoms can be treated as a

collection of 3ðN � 2Þ modes of uncoupled harmonic os-
cillators. At that six modes corresponded to translations
and rotations of the cluster are inessential for consideration
of the cluster thermal vibrations, so we can omit them. We
express the time-dependent coordinate vector of atom n as

~Rðn; tÞ ¼ ~R0ðnÞ þ
X3ðN�2Þ

k¼1

~XkðnÞ expðið!ktþ�kÞÞ; (1)

where ~R0ðnÞ denotes atomic coordinates at equilibrium

geometry, ~XkðnÞ denotes the portion of the kth vibrational

eigenvector ~Xk referring to the atom n, and �k is the
corresponding vibrational phase. In the harmonic approxi-
mation the average kinetic and potential energies of a mode
k are equal as

Epot ¼ Ekin ¼ mk

2

XN
n¼1

j ~_XkðnÞj2 ¼ mk

2
!2

i
~X2
k; (2)

wheremk is the reduced mass. Taking into account thermal
equilibrium with environment, Etotal ¼ Epot þ Ekin ¼ kT,

yields the relationship between the temperature and the
magnitude of a vibration k as
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FIG. 1. Calculated relative kinetic stability (upper part) and binding energy from [17] (bottom part) for different fullerenes.

TABLE I. Relative yield of some fullerene isomers produced
using the arc discharge method of Krätschmer. Data taken
from [18].

C60=soot ratio � 10%
C70=C60ratio � 10%
Cnðn ¼ 74; 76; 78; 80; 82; 84; etcÞ=C60 <1%
C36=C60 � 1� 2%
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j ~Xkj ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
kT

mk!
2
k

s
: (3)

Time-dependent displacements of atoms n and m can be
computed using Eq. (1) as

� ~Rðn;m; tÞ ¼ ð ~R0ðnÞ � ~R0ðmÞÞþ X3ðN�2Þ

k¼1

ð ~XkðnÞ

� ~XkðmÞÞ expðið!ktþ�kÞÞ: (4)

A projection of the displacement � ~Rðn;m; tÞ on the equi-
librium bond direction can be written as

�Rðn;m; tÞ ¼ j� ~Rðn;m; tÞj � cos½� ~Rðn;m; tÞ;
� ð ~R0ðnÞ � ~R0ðmÞÞ�: (5)

According to the central limit theorem in probability the-
ory, the average �X ¼ 1

n h
P

n
k¼1 Xki of variables Xk converges

to the normal distribution function when n approaches
infinity. Thus, using the central limit theorem and
Eqs. (2)–(5), it is possible to calculate the distribution of
the projected displacements between all pairs of adjacent
atoms. Assuming that a chemical bond between atoms n
and m is broken if �Rðn;m; tÞ � Xmax, the bond breaking
probability Pð�Rðn;m; tÞ � XmaxÞ is given by

P

� X3ðN�2Þ

i¼1

j ~XiðnÞ � ~XiðmÞjeið!itþ�iÞ

�i

> Xmax

�

¼ 1ffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2�

p
sn

Z 1

Xmax

exp

�
�u2

2

�
du; (6)

where the expression on the right-hand side of Eq. (6) is the
normal cumulative distribution function and the total vari-
ance sn is defined by s2n ¼

P
n
i¼1 �

2
i with �i being the

variance of ~Xi. We adopted the value Xmax ¼ 1:95 �A as
the critical distance of C–C bond cleavage. The stability

data obtained from our model at T ¼ 3000 K are in close
agreement with experimental findings (upper panel of
Fig. 1). An analysis of the data in Table II shows that the
inverse of the calculated fullerene cleavage probabilities
qualitatively agrees with the isomer abundance measured
experimentally. The C60, C70, and C84 fullerenes have the
smallest bond breaking rates and simultaneously reveal
maximal yield in plasma synthesis. Furthermore, the ex-
perimental yield of the C84ðD2dÞ fullerene is 1.5 times
higher than that of C76ðD2Þ [28], as is qualitatively con-
firmed by our cleavage probabilities. On the other hand, the
experimental yield of the C36 �D6h from [18] is higher
than predicted by our calculated kinetic stability. The
discrepancy can be explained by the strong sensitivity of
C36 and other fullerene cage abundances to the experimen-
tal and separation conditions, as the authors of [18] men-
tion in their work.
We note that isomers of the same cage size may have

dramatically different bond cleavage probabilities as indi-
cated by the C60�Ih with and without a Stone-Wales (SW)
defect: 1:03� 10�13 and 8:54� 10�15, respectively. The
latter comparison shows that the SW defect leads to high
cleavage probability, as assumed in the prevailing shrink-
wrap mechanism [12]. The application of our KS model to
SWCNTs (see Table III) demonstrates inverse dependence
of Pcleav on the nanotube diameter d, which is in qualitative
agreement with experimental findings for SWCNT abun-
dance, see [29].
Also we investigated the role of the bond network envi-

ronment around the weakest bond for the destruction rate
of the Pcleav for C30 �D5h cage. To this end we analyzed
the dependence of Pcleav on the number of actually vibrat-
ing atoms by performing calculations where all atoms of
the cage were divided in seven separable tiers. The first tier
contained the two atoms defining the weakest bond, tier 2
contained all the directly bound neighbors of atoms in
tier 1, etc. Dependence of the destruction rate on the

TABLE II. Fullerenes bond cleavage probabilities Pcleavðsec�1Þ, relative bond cleavage rates PcleavðC60Þ=Pcleav from the kinetic and
thermodynamic� [17] stability methods, and DFT binding energies Ebind (eV/bond).

Struct. Symmetry Pcleav
PcleavðC60Þ

Pcleav

PcleavðC60Þ
Pcleav

* Ebind

C84 D2d 3:84E� 14 0.223 1.368 �5:933
C76 D2 4:55E� 13 0.019 1.231 �5:912
C70 D5h 7:57E� 14 0.112 1.163 �5:912
C60 Ih 8:54E� 15 1 1 �5:887
C60 Ih-SW 1:03E� 13 0.083 � � � �5:870
C52 C3v 1:50E� 10 5:69E� 05 � � � �5:736
C40 Td 8:05E� 12 1:06E� 03 0.259 �5:700
C36 D6h 2:76E� 12 3:09E� 03 0.188 �5:685
C36 C1 1:88E� 10 4:54E� 05 � � � �5:654
C30 D5h 2:62E� 08 3:26E� 07 0.138 �5:548
C30 C2v 1:92E� 11 4:44E� 04 � � � �5:592
C28 D2 1:02E� 09 8:37E� 06 � � � �5:529
C20 Ih 1:92E� 06 4:45E� 09 � � � �5:379
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number of vibrating atoms in some successive tiers, given
in Table IV, show that for reproducing the correct magni-
tude of Pcleav one has to allow practically all atoms in a
given nanostructure to vibrate. This analysis shows that the
bond breaking process is a global phenomenon involving
practically all atoms of the structure, even if the destruction
process have a quite local character. Also an analysis of
weakest bond length for all investigated fullerenes shows
that this bond is not necessarily the longest bond in the
fullerene, especially for small fullerenes, although it is
among the longer bonds. Figures of weakest bonds in
selected fullerenes are given in the supplementary material
[30]. The presented KS model, based on determination of
the cleavage probability for the weakest bond of a given
nanostructure due to thermal vibrations, has been success-
fully applied to explain the experimentally observed iso-
mer abundance of fullerenes and single-walled nanotubes
in carbon soot. It was found that C60, C70 and C84 have the
smallest bond breaking rates, which inversely correlates
with their observed abundance in high-temperature syn-
thesis. Despite of larger thermodynamic stability of C70

over C60, its KS predicted by our model is 1 order of
magnitude smaller. Thus, for the first time in the history
of fullerene research the predominance of C60 over C70 in
the carbon soot could be rationalized. Our model was also
successfully applied to SWCNTs, where inverse correla-
tion of KS with the tube diameter was found. Note, how-
ever, that for SWCNTs, in contrast to fullerenes, the kinetic
and thermodynamic stabilities follow the same trends.
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